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1. INTRODUCTION 
A variety of researchers with a strong interest in policy questions have recently been 
making use of applied general equilibrium models. A general equilibrium model is a 
powerful analytical framework with which to examine the magnitude and the charting of the 
reverberative effects that impact the entire network of sectors in and between economies. It 
is therefore useful to develop a fast, efficient, and easily implementable algorithm for an 
empirical analysis. This paper expands a fixed-point algorithm developed by Kimbell and 
Harrison (1986) in a simultaneous multi-factor context and applies it to a 2-country by 2-
sector general equilibrium model based on the Armington assumption (Armington 1969). 
This simultaneous multi-factor price revision (SMFPR) approach simulates not only the 
interaction between sectors within a country, but across countries. This algorithm, unlike 
Bisection or Newton-Raphson fixed-point algorithm, invokes the tatonnement process, the 
so-called law of demand and supply price adjustment process. 
The organizing solution procedure for coding the illustrative model of this paper follows 
Shoven and Whalley (1984, 1992) by reducing the dimensionality of the solution space to 
the number of factors of production in this general equilibrium structure. In other words, the 
equilibria for the illustrative two-country general equilibrium trade model are characterized 
by four excess factor demand functions for capital and labor in both countries. Due to 
Walras' law, the entire general equilibrium structure is further reduced to three excess factor 
demand equations. Thus, any root finding efficient algorithm, such as Bisection, or 
Newton-Raphson can be applied. However, to find the roots of the three equations, I 
expanded the iterative factor price revision rule proposed by Kimbell and Harrison (1986), 
with some modifications, by simply assuming that the weighted average of the elasticities 
of substitution is equal to unity. This iterative SMFPR approach was applied successfully to 
three excess factor demand functions in order to revise three factor prices simultaneously. 
Such a perfectly competitive model structure, based on the Armington assumption executed 
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by the proposed SMFPR approach, seems to provide an ideal starting framework for 
simulating and evaluating the effects of many important policy changes on resource 
allocation, especially in a large international economy where scale economies may be fully 
exploited (Whalley 1985). 
The computational details are provided in steps for the replication and accuracy of the 
reported simulation results: (1) numerical results are presented in intermediate steps as well 
as a final step, and (2) the relative errors of the finite computational precision are also 
provided. The computational example for this paper is drawn from Shoven and Whalley 
(1974), who provide the ideal structure for testing the numerical reliability of the proposed 
SMFPR approach. This experiment was conducted by Intel's 333MHz Pentium II processor 
and was programmed in C-Ianguage with my own sub-routines. The verified reliability of 
the simulation results showed greater precision (1.0e-16) than the results of Shoven and 
Whalley (1974). The converged factor prices w~, w~, and ro' were obtained through 409 
iterations. 
The main strengths and the possible weakness of the proposed SMFPR approach are as 
follows: First, the main strengths are: (1) simplicity in both concept and programming, (2) 
ease of calculations; no need for Jacobian calculations, (3) increased accuracy, and (4) 
assured convergence of the equilibrium values with the conditions of uniqueness and 
stability. A possible weakness is that the number of iterations for the convergence of 
equilibrium values is relatively increased, compared with the Newton type of algorithms. 
However, the proposed SMFPR approach reduced the number of iterations by 75 percent 
over the Scarfs algorithm, which Shoven and Whalley (1974) used to solve the same 
problem with 1653 iterations. 
In section 2, the general structure of the illustrative two-country trade model is specified. 
In section 3, the solution procedure using the SMFPR approach is described. In section 4, 
the existence, uniqueness and stability of the illustrative model are discussed. The 
conclusion follows in section 5. All notations are defined as they appear for the first time 
in the text, and in Appendix A is a list of variable definitions. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF THE TWO-COUNTRY TRADE MODEL 
2.1. The main feature of the model 
The proposed algorithm is implemented to show how a simplified general equilibrium 
trade model is solved. This simplified model has four final commodities supplied i E I = 
IHUIF = {0,1,2,3}, ... IH = {0,1} and IF = {2,3}, and four factors of production (two 
capitals Ki d and two labors Li d ) in two countries k E K = {0,1} in the world. With the 
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Annington assumption (Annington 1969), sixteen commodities are consumed. The 
endowments of both factors L k e K and K k e K are fixed in supply. Consumer endowments of 
labor and capital, Lendowj e J and Kendow j e J, are owned by individual j E" J = JH U JF = 
{O,I,2,3}, .: JH = {O,l} andJF = {2,3}. There are two producers for the corresponding 
commodities Qi e IH produced in country 0. In the same way, there are two producers for the 
corresponding commodities Qi e IF produced in country 1. Both consumers and producers are 
assumed to act competitively in all commodity and factor markets in both countries. All 
final commodities are traded internationally, although factors are traded only domestically. 
On the production side, production technology in each sector is represented by a constant-
returns-to-scale, constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES) production function. Each factor 
demand function is derived from a cost minimization problem subject to given technology 
and a given output level. On the demand side, individual consumer preference is 
represented by a constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES) utility function. Each commodity 
demand function is derived from a utility maximization problem subject to the budget 
constraint faced by each consumer. 
There are four exogenous variables: the consumer endowments of labor and capital 
( Lendowj d and Kendow j d)' There are fifty endogenous variables for the required 
conditions for equilibrium, divided here into seven main categories: (1) eight prices (Pi d, 
Wke K, rke K ), (2) sixteen commodities demanded (Xij , \j i E" I, j E" J), (3) four commodities 
supplied ( Qjd ), (4) eight factors demanded (Kid, Lid), (5) four individual incomes 
generated ( }j e J ), (6) eight factors demanded per unit of output ( k i e I, li e I ), and (7) two 
tax revenues (Rk e K)' For coding the model, all variables are defined in Appendix A. The 
entire model structure is summarized in Appendix B. The solution to the model 
characterized by the fifty endogenous variables must satisfy the equilibrium conditions in 
the model: (1) excess demand conditions for all commodities and factors, and (2) zero-profit 
conditions in each industry. In addition, all excess demand functions for final commodities 
and factors are continuous, non-negative, homogenous of degree zero in their respective 
prices and must satisfy Walras' Law for theoretical consistency. Only relative prices are 
significant in affecting economic agents' decisions in general equilibrium models so that 
factor price r1 is chosen as numeraire set at 1.333 in order to replicate the exact solution 
values presented by Shoven and Whalley (1974). All parameters and exogenous variables 
are specified in Appendix C. 
2.2. The demand side of the model 
There are four individuals in the two-country world. An individual maximizes his own 
utility by solving the following constrained maximization: 
where 
IH:= {O,l}, 
IF:= {2,3}, 
IH:= {O,l}, 
IF:= {2,3}, 
i ~ I ·=IHUIF 
. , 
j ~ I:= IHUIF, 
k ~ K :={O,l}, 
s.t. L: PiXij = lj, 
i £: [ 
k = 0 when i ~ IH, j ~ IH 
k = 1 when i ~ IF, j ~ IF 
Lendow j := labor endowed by individualj ~ I, 
Kendow j := capital endowed by individualj ~ I, 
W k := wage rate in country k ~ K, 
rk := rental rate in country k ~ K, 
Pi := price of commodity i ~ I, 
lj := given level of income for individual j ~ I, 
Xij := ith commodity demanded by individual j ~ I, 
~.(.) := standard neoclassical utility function for individualj ~ ]. 
(1) 
Commodity i demanded by individual} is the solution to the maximization problem (1). The 
demand function Xii is expressed as: 
k = 0 when i ~ IH, j ~ IH 
k = 1 when i ElF, j E IF 
(2) 
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2.3. The production side of the model 
There are four industries ( i ~ I) in the two-country world. Aggregate (constant returns 
to scale) CES production functions for all industries are assumed. An aggregate producer in 
each perfectly competitive industry maximizes his profit by solving the constrained cost-
minimization problem subject to both given technology and given output level Qi which is 
iteratively revised to reach the competitive general equilibrium : 
where 
1 
S.t. Wi(6/L i)-Pi+(1-o)(Ki)-Pi)-P7 = Qi' 
Vi ~ I. 
C i c.) := ( direct) cost function in production of commodity i ~ I, 
Li := labor employed for production of commodity i ~ I, 
Ki := capital employed for production of commodity i ~ I, 
Qi := given output level produced for commodity i ~ I, 
Wi := parameters for scale factors for i ~ I, 
0i := factor weighting parameters for i ~ I, 
Pi := parameters for i ~ I, 
0i := elasticities of substitution between factor inputs Ki and Li for i ~ I. 
(3) 
Factor demand functions per unit output for commodity i are derived as the solutions to the 
minimization problem (3). 
1 
k· = _1 lO'( (1-0)Wk)~ + (1-0.)JP7 
I W. I O.r,k I' 
I I 
k = 0 when i ~ I H, j ~ J H , 
k = 1 when i ~ IF, j ~ JF. 
(4) 
3. THE SIMULTANEOUS MULTI-FACTOR PRICE REVISION APPROACH 
The SMFPR approach is presented in this section. The solution procedure for this 
illustrative general equilibrium trade model is similar to the procedure set out by Shoven and 
Whalley (pp. 43-44, 1992). Shoven and Whalley's solution procedure is to reduce the 
dimensionality of solution space to the number of factors of production. In this two-country 
trade model, there are four excess factor demand functions to characterize the equilibria. 
Due to Walras' law, the entire model structure is reduced to three equations to solve for 
three optimal factor prices. Rental rate r l in country 1 is considered as a numeraire, since 
relative prices are important in a general equilibrium setting. The SMFPR is a simple form 
of the simultaneous Walrasian tatonnement process that raises the price of a factor in excess 
demand and lowers the price of a factor in excess supply.l) The solution procedure is as 
follows: 
Step 1: Treat rental rate rl in country 1 as a numeraire. Assign the arbitrarily chosen initial 
values to the remaining factor prices; Wo = 3.487, WI = 0.285, ro = 8.746, r l = l.333, 
and tariff revenues; Ro = 1.820, RI = 4.250. 
Step 2: Determine factor demands per unit of output i. Factor demand functions per unit 
output for commodity i are derived as the solutions to the minimization problem (3), and the 
functions are specified as: 
I 
k. = _1 [0.( (1-0) w k )~ + (1 _o.)]p: 
1 w. 1 O.r,k l' 
1 1 
k = ° when i e I H, j e JH, 
k = 1 when i elF, j e ] F . 
(5) 
1) Samuelson (1947) formulated the simultaneous Walrasian t~tonnement process in the form of a set of differential 
equations, to describe the price changes of each commodity in proportion to its excess demand at any time 
(Arrow and Hurwicz, 1958) 
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Step 3: Compute commodity prices P I using the conditions that the price of output i is equal 
to long run average costs (zero-profit conditions). 
k = 0 when i e I H 
k = 1 when i e IF 
Step 4: Compute individual income }j. 
Rk = L L ti/JiXij, 
j id 
k = 0 when i e I H, j e ] H , 
k = 1 when i e IF, j e ] F . 
Step 5: Compute individual commodity demands Xi E /, j EJ. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Step 6: Compute the market demands for four commodities by four consumers, and then 
compute the output of commodities through the market clearing conditions for four 
commodity markets. 
3 
Qi = L X ij , ViE I. 
j=O 
Step 7: Compute factor demand functions Li and Ki . 
L· = Z·Q . vi e I, z z z, 
K· = k .Q. vie I z z z, 
(9) 
(10) 
Step 8: Formulate excess factor demand functions, P K for capital Kk E K and PL for kfK kfK 
labor Lkc K. One of four excess factor demand functions can be dropped due to Walras' law, 
which guarantees that the value of the sum of all excess factor demand functions is zero. 
The excess capital demand function P K1 is dropped in this computation. Therefore, this 
entire general equilibrium system is reduced to three equations to solve, given initial values 
for factor prices to be iterated. Better approximations of the equilibrium factor prices w~, 
w; and rD' with increased accuracy are obtained if all the converging values for P Kk f K and 
P L are closed to zero. kf K 
(11 ) 
Step 9: Set up the crucial procedure for revising factor prices over iterations. This factor 
price revising procedure turns out to be a special case of the Kimbell-Harrison factor price 
revision rule (1986). The weighted average of the elasticities of substitution in production 
for all industries in the model is considered unity in my specification. The formulation for 
revising factor prices w~, w; and rD' is as follows: 
1) Wage prices W kE K in both countries are revised as: 
k=O 
k = 1 
2) Rental rate ro in country 0 is revised as: 
when i e IH , 
when i elF. 
(12) 
(13) 
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where 
rn := finite n-th iterated factor price r, 
L Li:= total demand for labor in country 0, 
if [II 
L Li:= total demand for labor in country 1, 
if [F 
L Ki:= total demand for capital in country O. 
if [" 
Step 10: Specify the level of tolerance in double precision (1.0e-16) for the relative error 
forms of the factor market clearing conditions to be satisfied. The equilibrium factor prices 
w~, w;, and ro' are achieved when factor demand and supply in each factor market are 
equated at a specified level of tolerance. 
1) The relative error form of the labor market condition in country 0 is: 
> Tolerance = 1.0e-16. (14) 
2) The relative error form of the labor market condition in country 1 is: 
> Tolerance = 1.0e - 16. (15) 
3) The relative error form of the capital market condition in country 0 is: 
> Tolerance = 1.0e - 16. (16) 
Step 11: Repeat the entire process from steps 2 to 10 and keep revising the finite n-th 
iterated factor prices wo, n, WI. n, and roo n until its convergence occurs and satisfies the 
conditions in step 10. 
The converged factor prices w~, w;, and ro* gained through 409 iterations were printed 
every 10 iterations in Appendix D and shown in Figures 1-3 in Appendix E. The other 
converged values are printed in Appendix F. This experiment was conducted by the Intel's 
333MHz Pentium II processor and was programmed in C-Ianguage. Shoven and Whalley 
(1974) used the Scarfs algorithm to solve the same problem with 1653 iterations. The 
proposed SMFPR approach reduces this number by almost 75%. 
4. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND STABILITY 
For theoretical consistency and reliable simulation results, it is crucial to investigate the 
existence, uniqueness and the stability of the equilibrium in the factor price adjustment 
process.2) Instead of a formal axiomatic analyses, a computational approach to this issue is 
employed. First, define the factor price adjustment rules for factor pnces 
W = (wo, WI' ro, r l ). Since rental rate r l is treated as a numeraire, only three adjustment 
rules for w o, WI, and ro are considered. 
1) Define the price adjustment rule foe w) for wage price Wo as: 
fo(w) 
(17) 
2) Define the price adjustment rule II ( w) for wage prices W I as: 
~(W) 
(18) 
2) In formal axiomatic analysis, Arrow, Block, and Hurwicz (1959) and Arrow and Hahn (1971) obtained a major 
analytical result on the stability of a general equilibrium model. 
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3) Define the price adjustment rule f:/ w) for rental rate ro as: 
f/w) 
(19) 
In each factor price adjustment rule, the right-hand side of the function is formally 
defined as a factor price revising rule for factor price w. This adjustment rule is also a very 
simple form of the Walrasian tatonnement process as noted in section 3. For convenience, 
the factor price space is now confined to the unit simplex without loss of generality, because 
only the relative factor prices matter in a general equilibrium analysis. Since the factor price 
space is defined as: 
(20) 
letF(') be a continuous function, F: W ~ W, where F(w) ((fo(w), hew), f/w), 
h( w) ). The Brouwer fixed-point theorem is stated as: Let F(.) be a continuous junction, 
F: W ~ W. Then there is some w * E W so that F( w *) = w *. The computed equilibrium 
factor price vector is the only factor price vector (wo, Wb ro, r j ) = (0.323410919642521, 
0.170255786966567,0.347217159050962, 0.159116134339950) that satisfies the equation: 
F( w*) = w*. The powerful Brouwer fix-point theorem assures the existence of the 
general equilibrium price vector. The factor price vector also satisfies the imposed unit 
I 
simplex condition: L (w k + rk ) = 1. Although the factor price space is confined to the 
k=O 
unit simplex in this computation, it does not have to confine the factor price space to the 
unit simplex. In section 3, rental rate r l = 1.333 is treated as a numeraire to compute the 
equilibrium factor price vector (wo, WI' ro, r j ) = (2.709384297650328, 1.426322760843 
064, 2.908821754216813, 1.333). The two sets of the computed relative factor prices with 
different numeraires are shown in lines 3-1 to 3-4 in Appendix F. 
In Appendix H, the gross substitutes assumption is investigated to see the signs of the 
elements of the Jacobean matrix J at the equilibrium vector w * for the excess factor demand 
functions. Its assumption means that an increase in the price of any factor increases excess 
demand for any other factor, holding all other factor prices constant. Thus the Jacobian 
matrix of the excess demand functions has all off diagonal terms positive. This is illustrated 
as: 
OPLO OPLO OPLO OPLO 
OWO OWl oro orl 
OPLI OPLI OPLI OPLI 
+ + + 
OWo OWl oro orl + + + ] (21 ) 
OPKO OPKO OPKO OPKO + + + 
OWo OWl oro orl + + + 
OPKI OPKI OPKI OPKI 
OWo OWl oro orl 
In Appendix H, Program sw7.c investigated the first column of the Jacobean matrix. An 
increase in Wo increases in P L \' P Ka, and P K\, and decreases in P La' Program sw7 _2.c 
investigated the second column. An increase in W I increases in P La' P Ko' and P K\, and 
decreases in P L \' Program sw7 _ 3.c investigated the third column. An increase in ro 
increases in P Lo' P L\, and P K\, and decreases in P Ko' Program sw7 _ 4.c investigated the 
fourth column. An increase in r l increases in P Lo' P L\, and P Ko, and decreases in P K\' The 
results of these computations show that the gross substitutes assumption for the uniqueness 
is satisfied, which is illustrated in the signs of the Jacobean matrix in equation 21. 
Finally, the problem of the global stability of the dynamic behavior of the factor prices 
resulting from the factor price adjustment rules was computationally approached. There 
could be many limit points resulting from the many different solution paths generated by the 
factor price adjustment rule, depending on the choice of initial conditions. If there were 
multiple equilibria, no equilibrium could be claimed to be globally stable. A number of 
equations involved in this general equilibrium model were of a highly non-linear nature. 
Rapid computer technology advancements ensured the computations of the model no longer 
posed a grave problem in actually solving a set of equations to investigate the above stability 
questions. The computations were executed within a second till convergence that occurred 
at a unique point at the specified level of tolerance, regardless of the initial values assigned. 
I set the tolerance level (for the relative error form of the condition to be satisfied) at high 
precision (l.Oe-16). Thus, the proposed factor price adjustment rule and the unique 
equilibrium could be claimed tc be globally stable. These numerical exercises were not a 
proof, but they were useful approximations to other formal axiomatic deductions, especially 
when the dimensions of a model increased. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
This paper expands a fixed-point algorithm developed by Kimbell and Harrison (1986) in 
a simultaneous multi-factor context and applies it to a 2-country by 2-sector general 
equilibrium model based on the Armington assumption (Armington 1969). This 
simultaneous multi-factor price revision (SMFPR) approach simulates not only the 
interaction between sectors within a country, but across countries. This algorithm, unlike 
Bisection or Newton-Raphson fixed-point algorithm, invokes the tatonnement process, the 
so called law of demand and supply price adjustment process. The proposed SMFPR 
approach illustrated in this two-country general equilibrium framework is of considerable 
operational use for many empirical analyses. The main strengths and the possible weakness 
of the proposed SMFPR approach are as follows. First, the main strengths are: (1) 
simplicity in both concept and programming, (2) ease of calculations; it does not require 
either simplex or Jacobian calculations, (3) increased accuracy, and (4) assured 
convergence of the equilibrium values with the conditions of uniqueness and stability. A 
possible weakness is that the number of iterations for the convergence of equilibrium values 
is relatively increased, compared with the Newton type of algorithms. However, the 
proposed SMFPR approach reduced the number of iterations by 75 percent over the Scarfs 
algorithm, which Shoven and Whalley (1974) used to solve the same problem with 1653 
iterations. 
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Definitions of Variable 
Variable Code 
XIj X[i][j ]: 
Qi Q[i]: 
Lk Lbar[k]: 
-
Kk Kbar[k]: 
Lendowj Lendow[j]: 
Kendow, Kendow[j]: 
J 
L, L[i]: 
Ii ul[i]: 
K K[i]: 
I 
k, uk[i]: 
I 
t.. t[i][j]: 
IJ 
alj a[i][j]: 
s, s[j]: 
J 
'P, psi[i]: 
I 
0 delta[i]: 
I 
Pi rho[i]: 
0/ sigma[i]: 
Yj gamma[j]: 
Pi p[i]: 
wk w[k]: 
rk r[k]: 
Rk TR[k]: 
U U[j]: 
J 
y Y[j]: 
J 
PK, rho_K[k] 
PL , rho_L[k] 
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APPENDIX A 
Definition 
commodity i demanded by individual}, 
commodity i produced, 
labor endowment in country k, 
capital endowment in country k, 
labor endowed by individual}, 
capital endowed by individual}, 
labor employed for production of commodity i, 
labor employed for per unit production of commodity i, 
capital employed for production of commodity i, 
labor employed for per unit production of commodity i, 
rate of tariff imposed on ith commodity imported by individual}, 
weight on commodity i in utility function for individual}, 
elasticity of substitution in utility function for individual), 
parameter for scale factor for commodity i, 
parameter in production function, 
parameter in production function, 
elasticity of substitution between factors in production of commodity i, 
.; a/- l/(p/ + I), 
share of revenue for individual), 
price of commodity i, 
wage rate in country k, 
rental rate in country k, 
tariff revenue received by a government in country k, 
standard neoclassical utility function for individual}, 
given level of income for individual), 
excess factor demand function for capital in country k, 
excess factor demand function for labor in country k. 
COMMODITY MARKETS 
Utility function: 
Production function: 
Consumer's income: 
Demand: 
Average-cost pricing (zero profit) 
conditions: 
Market clearing: 
F ACTOR MARKETS 
Unit factor demand: 
APPENDIX B 
A two-country world economy 
'II j EJ. 
I 
Q; • If, (6, (L,>" P,. (1 - 6,)(K;)' P, r-;" 'II i E I. 
k • 0 when i E I H, j E J H, 
k. 1 when i ElF, j E J F. 
k • 0 when; E I H, 
k. 1 when i ElF. 
3 
Q; • LXii' 'II i E I. 
j.O 
1.=~[6 . (I. 6 )(~) PIP: I]';' 
I 1f
t 
t I (1-6
t
)w
k 
' 
k • 0 when; E I H, j E J H, 
k.1 wheniEIF,jEJ F . 
k • 0 when i E I H, j E J H, 
k • 1 when i ElF, j E J F. 
(I )-(4) 
(5)-(20) 
(21 )-(24) 
(25)-(28) 
(29)-(32) 
(33)-(36) 
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K," kIQ/. ViE I. 
L;. 'IQI' ViE I. 
Market Clearing: 
LKj • Kk 
j E I 
k-O when i E IH, 
k. 1 when j ElF. 
LL,' it 
j E I 
k.O when i E IH, 
k. 1 when i E IF. 
GOVERNMENT SECTOR 
Government budget: 
V ARIABLES IN THE MODEL 
The 50 endogenous variables: 
Rt = L LIIjPI Xii' 
i i 
k • 0 when j E I H, j E J H, 
k • I when i E IF, j E J F. 
8 commodity and factor prices (PIEI' wk€K' rkEX )' 
16 commodities demanded ( XIj' ViE I, j E J ), 
4 commodities supplied (QjE)' 
8 factors demanded ( Klff , Liff ), 
4 individual incomes generated ( ljE)' 
8 factors demanded per unit of output (k,EI' lid)' 
2 tax revenues ( RkEx ). 
The 12 exogenous variables: 
2 labor endowment in country k (i.), 
2 capital endowment in country k (Kt ), 
4 labor endowed by individual} (Lendow), 
4 capital endowed by individual k (Kendow). 
The 56 parameters: 
16 rate of tariff imposed on ith commodity imported by individual} (/1j)' 
16 weight on commodity i in utility function for individual} (aij)' 
4 elasticity of substitution in utility function for individual} (5j ), 
4 parameter for scale factor for commodity i ('P,), 
4 parameter in production function (6/), 
4 parameter in production function (Pi)' 
4 elasticity substitution between factors in production of commodity i (a), 
.: a I • I / (p i • I), 
4 share of revenue for individual} (y). 
(37)-(40) 
(41)-(44) 
(45)-(46) 
(47)-(48) 
(49)-(50) 
APPENDIX C 
Table C-l. The rates of tariffs imposed in both countries 
Commodity Country Country 
i k=O k=) 
individual individual individual individual 
j= 0 j=1 j=2 j=3 
t iO til ti2 to 
0 t[O][O] 0 t[O][I] 0.0 t[0][2] 0.05 t[0][3 ] 0.05 
1 t[I][O] 0 t[ 1][ 1] 0.0 t[ 1 ][2] 0.07 t[I][3] 0.07 
2 t[2][O] 0.1 t[2][ I] 0.1 t[2][2] 0.0 t[2][3] 0.0 
3 t[3][O] 0.1 t[3][ 1] 0.1 t[3][2] 0.0 t[3 ][3] 0.0 
Table C-2. Elasticity of substitution and weight in individual's utility function 
Individual Country Elasticity of Weight on ith Weight on ith Weight on ith Weight on ith 
j k substitution in commodity in jth commodity in jth commodity in jth commodity in jth jth individual's individual's utility individual's utility individual's utility individual's utility 
utility function function, function, function, function, 
s, aO} alj a2j a)} J 
0 0 s[O] 1.1 a[O][O] 0.4 a[ 1 ][0] 0.4 a[2][0] 0.1 a[3][0] 0.1 
1 s[ 1] 0.7 a[O][I] 0.6 a[l][ I] 0.3 a[2][ I] 0.05 a[3][ I] 0,05 
2 I s[2] 0.9 a[0][2] 0.1 a[l ][2] 0.1 a[2][2] 0.4 a[3][2] 0.4 
3 s[3] 1.2 a[0][3] 0.15 a[l ][3] 0.15 a[2][3] 0.3 a[3][3] 0.4 
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Table C-3. Individual factor endowment 
Individual Country Labor endowment Labor Capital Capital 
j k in individual j endowment in endowment in endowment in 
LendowJ coun-.!ry k individual j coun..!ry k 
Lk Kendowj Kk 
0 Lendow[O] 30.0 Kendow[O] 20.0 60 
0 Lbar[O] 60 Kbar[OJ 
1 Lendow[l] 30.0 Kendow[l] 40.0 
2 Lendow[2] 20.0 Kendow[2] 30.0 70 
1 Lbar[l] 60 Kbar[l] 
3 Lendow[3] 40.0 Kendow[3] 40.0 
Table C-4. Individual share of revenue distributed in country k 
Individual Country Individual share 
j k of revenue 
YJ 
0 0 gamma[O] 0.4 
1 gamma[l] 0.6 
2 1 gamma[2] 0.4 
3 gamma[3] 0.6 
Table C-S. Parameters for production functions 
Commodity Factor weighting Elasticity of substitution between factors in Parameters for scale 
i parameters for i production ofith commodity factors for i () 
0 / " I/(P/-I) qrl I 
0 delta[O] 0.6 rho[O] 0.9 sigma[O] 0.526 psi[O] 1.0 
1 delta(l ] 0.3 rho[l] 1.1 sigma[l] 0.476 psi[l] 1.0 
2 delta[2] 0.5 rho[2] 1.2 sigma[2] 0.455 psi[2] 1.0 
3 delta[3] 0.4 rho[3] 0.8 sigma[3] 0.556 Psi[3] 1.0 
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APPENDIX D 
III PROGRAM: sw6.c III 
--itr-- --w[O)--- ---w[l)--- ---r[O)---
III Initial values III 
o 3.487000000000000 0.285000000000000 8.746000000000000 
10 3.745629030529290 
20 3.175989549466168 
30 ~.918224405969505 
40 2.802396557042800 
50 ~50715217896957 
60 2.727731211795746 
70 2.717524802061094 
80 2.712995491135186 
90 2.710986106681782 
100 2.710094779853327 
110 2 709699426307614 
120 2.709524069318167 
130 ~446291537279 
140 2.709411794181475 
150 ~96493347978 
160 2.709389706877936 
170 2.709386696835691 
180 2.709385361774535 
190 2.709384769627321 
200 2.709384506988933 
210 2.709384390499451 
220 2.709384338832217 
230 2.709384315915958 
240 2.709384305751781 
250 2.709384301243606 
260 2 709384299244069 
270 2.709384298357204 
280 2 709384297963849 
290 2.709384297789382 
300 2.70938429771~000 
310 2 709384297677676 
320 2.709384297662453 
330 2 709384297655702 
340 2.709384297652706 
350 2.709384297651379 
360 2.709384297650788 
370 2.709384297650528 
380 2.709384297650413 
390 2.709384297650362 
400 2.709384297650338 
1·860079633135423 
1.624383885293526 
1.514149424493477 
~65269414358058 
1.443595613210618 
1.433983630308585 
1.429720580427596 
1.427829805364269 
~991186910743 
1.426619231247900 
1.426454255955648 
~81083594961 
1.426348629058073 
1.426334234317235 
1 426327849737407 
1.426325017948936 
1.426323761949905 
1.426323204869602 
1.426322957784647 
1.426322848193669 
1.426322799586166 
1.426322778027008 
1.426322768464754 
1.426322764223553 
1.426322762342429 
1.426322761508084 
1.426322761138022 
1 426322760973886 
1.426322760901087 
1.426322760868798 
1.426322760854476 
1.426322760848124 
1.426322760845307 
1.426322760844057 
1.426322760843503 
1.426322760843256 
1.426322760843147 
1.426322760843100 
1 426322760843079 
1.426322760843068 
III Converged values III 
4.010364864724590 
3.404180049163938 
3.130500710623012 
3.007544986563202 
~52688908949421 
2.928294208020054 
2.917461599063688 
2.912654447240558 
2.910521810955151 
~9575813715731 
2.909156211141575 
~970098696020 
~87550458092 
2.908850937228939 
2.908834697929122 
2 908827495215619 
2.908824300554530 
2.908822883608333 
2.908822255142184 
2 908821976395055 
2.908821852760773 
2 908821797924565 
2.908821773602753 
2.908821762815163 
2 908821758030482 
2.908821755908306 
2.908821754967045 
2.908821754549564 
2.908821754364396 
2.908821754282267 
2.908821754245840 
2.908821754229682 
2.908821754222517 
2.908821754219338 
2.908821754217928 
2.908821754217302 
2.908821754217025 
2.908821754216903 
2.908821754216850 
2.908821754216824 
409 2 709384297650328 1.426322760843064 2.908821754216813 
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APPENDIX E 
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APPENDIX F 
======================The converged values=============================== 
PROGRAM: sw5. c 
III 1. Computational time & Iterations III 
1-1) Iteration for general equilibrium loop: No.= 409 
1-2) Computational time: 0.000 seconds have passed. 
III 2. Commodity prices p[i] III 
2-1) p[O]= 5.535703545656895 
2-2) p[1]= 5.430890016883586 
2-3) p[2]= 2.758605227365738 
2-4) p[3]= 2.717186637862911 
III 3. Factor prices w[k] ,r[k] III 
3 -1) 
3-2) 
3-3) 
3-4) 
w[O]= 2.709384297650328 
w[1]= 1.426322760843064 
r[O]= 2.908821754216813 , 
r[1]= 1.333000000000000 
III 4. Incomes Y [j] III 
4-1) Y[O]= 141.152404521616887 
4-2) Y[1]= 200.176059859838574 
4-3) Y[2]= 69.531523114980331 
4-4) Y[3]= 111.895512280901130 
0.323410919642521 
0.170255786966567 
0.347217159050962 
0.159116134339950 
1.000000000000000 
III 5. Commodity consumptions Xli] [j] //1 
5-1) X[O] [0]=10.065363059066064 
5-2) X [0] [1] =22.103404834251506 
5-3) X[O] [2]= 1.269922981737832 
5-4) X [0] [3] = 2.592288386470007 
5-5) Total 36.030979261525410 
5-6) X [1] [0] =10.279250332368191 
5-7) X [1] [1] =11.200578492861167 
5-8) X[1] [2]= 1.270205493549209 
5-9) X [1] [3] = 2.593057335191562 
5-10) Total 25.343091653970131 
5-11) 
5-12) 
5-13 ) 
5-14 ) 
x [2] [0] = 4.874937991569483 
X [2] [1] = 2.805700703118322 
X [2] [2] = 9.934423861309158 
X [2] [3] =12.680033240417906 
5-15) Total 30.295095796414870 
5-16) X[3] [0]= 4.956740569415312 
5-17} X [3J [1] = 2.835570178237192 
5-18) X [3] [2] =10.070609633854966 
5-19) X [3] [3] =17.216435116139074 
5-20) Total 35.079355497646546 
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III 6. Commodity productions Q[i] III 
6 -1) 
6-2) 
6-3) 
6-4) 
Q[O] = 
Q [1] = 
Q[2] = 
Q [3] = 
36.030979261525417 
25.343091653970131 
30.295095796414870 
35.079355497646546 
III 7. Labor employment L[i] III 
7-1) 
7-2) 
7-3) 
7-4) 
7-5) 
L [0] = 
L[l]= 
Total 
L[2]= 
L [3] = 
7-6) Total 
40.107955184525828 
19.892044815474172 
60.000000000000000 
29.836985428421112 
30.163014571578884 
60.000000000000000 
III 8. Capital employment K[i] III 
8-1) K[O]= 
8-2) K[l]= 
31.211591267868354 
28.788408732131643 
8-3) 
8-4) 
8 -5) 
Total 
K(2)= 
K[3]= 
60.000000000000000 
30.768970889749440 
39.231029110250631 
8-6) Total 70.000000000000071 
III 9. Tariff revenues TR[k] III 
9-1) TR[O]= 4.236101269427028 
9-2) TR[l]= 2.537669745297624 
III 10. Excess demands for factor markets rho_L[k] ,rho_K[k] III 
10-1) 
10-2) 
10-2) 
10-3) 
rho_L[O] = 0.000000000000000 
rho_L[l] = 0.000000000000000 
rho_K[O]= 0.000000000000000 
rho_K[l]= 0.000000000000071 
==========================The end of the output file======================= 
APPENDIX G 
Table F -1. The converged solutions for commodity markets 
Commodity Country Commodity prices Total demand Total supply 
3 
i k PI Ex" Q; j.o 
0 p[O] 5.439 2-E X[O][;] 36.031 Q[O] 36.031 
0 j .0 
.2.. 
1 p[l] 5.434 E X[l][;] 25.343 Q[l] 25.343 
j.o 
.2.. 
2 p[2] 2.759 E X[2]u1 30.295 Q[2] 30.295 
1 j.o 
3 p[3] 2.718 2-E X[3]u1 35.079 Q[3] 35.079 
j.o 
Table F-2. The converged solutions for factor markets 
Country Wage & rental rates Total demand Total supply 
k ELI.EKI 
- -
Wk' r k Lt. Kk 
w[O] 2.709 E L[,1 60.000 J Lbar[O]= 60.000 
/.0 E Lendowu1 
0 j.o 
-'-
r[O] 2.909 E Kli] 60.000 J Kbar[O)= 60.000 
/.0 E Kendowu1 
j.o 
w[1) 1.426 2-E L[,l 60.000 3 Lbar[1 ]= 60.000 
/ .2 E Lendowu1 
I j.2 
r[ I) 1.333 2-E Kli] 70.000 3 Kbar[l]= 70.000 
1.2 E Kendow[;] 
j.2 
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Table F-3. The converged tariff revenues received by the governments 
Country Tariff revenues 
k Rk 
0 TR[O] 4.236 
1 TR[I] 2.538 
Table F-4. Individual consumption of commodities 
Country Individual Commodity 0 Commodity 1 Commodity 2 Commodity 3 
k j XOi Xli X2j X3i 
0 0 x[O][O] 10.065 x[l ][0] 10.279 x[2][0] 4.875 x[3][0] 4.957 
1 x[O][I] 22.103 x[I][I] 11.201 x[2][1) 2.806 x[3)[I] 2.835 
I 2 x[0][2] 1.270 x[1)[2] 1.270 x[2][2] 9.934 x[3)[2] 10.071 
3 x[0][3] 2.592 x[l][3] 2.593 x[2][3] 12.680 x[3][3] 17.216 
Total commodity ExOj 36.031 EXli 25.343 Exz} 30.295 Ex3} 35.079 
demand 
Table F-5. Factors required for production of commodities 
Factor Commodity 0 Commodity 1 Commodity 2 Commodity 3 Total factor demand 
endowments Lo,Ko L"K1 L2 ,Kz L3 ,K) EL1,EKj 
- -
Lk , Kk 
Lbar[O] L[O] 40.108 L[1] 19.892 --- 0 --- 0 L[O]+L[ 1] 60.0 
Lbar[l] --- 0 --- 0 L[2] 29.837 L[3] 30.163 L[2]+L[3] 60.0 
Kbar[O] K[O] 31.212 K[l] 28.788 --- 0 --- 0 K[O]+K[l] 60.0 
Kbar[l] --- 0 --- 0 K[2] 30.769 K[3] 39.231 K[2]+K[3] 70.0 
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PROGRAM: sw7. c 
Initial value 
Fixed value 
Fixed value 
Fixed value 
Iter w[O] 
w[O)= 0.135000000000000 
w[l]= .426322760843064 
r[O]= .908821754216813 
r[l]= 1.333000000000000 
APPENDIX H 
10 2.643098582278472 
20 2.708179345478125 
30 2.709362432661389 
40 2.709383900902075 
50 2.709384290451187 
60 .709384297519694 
70 .709384297647956 
80 2.709384297650283 
0.749302944746397 -0.276184997726006 -0.402683867780190 -0.320262667972003 
0.013169138018881 -0.005023024279112 -0.007353477251499 -0.005824552206604 
0.000238822023860 -0.000091148246696 -0.000133446245655 -0.000105692804993 
0.000004333465803 -0.000001653918659 -0.000002421434587 -0.000001917834965 
0.000000078632276 -0.000000030010966 -0.000000043937817 -0.000000034799740 
0.000000001426798 -0.000000000544567 -0.000000000797293 -0.000000000631388 
0.000000000025906 -0.000000000009898 -0.000000000014488 -0.000000000011397 
0.000000000000469 -0.000000000000185 -0.000000000000284 -0.000000000000142 
90 2.709384297650325 0.000000000000014 0.000000000000000 -0.000000000000014 0.000000000000071 
increase decrease 
PROGRAM: sw7 Z.e 
Fixed value w[O]= 2.709384297650328 
Initial value 
Fixed value 
Fixed value 
w[l)= 0 675000000000000 
r[O]= 2.908821754216813 
r[l]= 1.333000000000000 
Iter w[l] rho_L[O] 
Increase increase increase 
10 1.419420645553803 -0.028447793260469 
20 1.426264837500812 -0.000238898207101 
.179182353888883 -0.030323287813999 -0.071364748039102 
.001493815585938 -0.000254641186238 -0.000600165281668 
30 .426322275088824 -0.000002003449154 0.000012526679335 -0.000002135472499 -0.000005033168534 
40 .426322756769477 -0.000000016801160 0.000000105050027 -0.000000017908320 -0.000000042208640 
50 1.426322760808902 -0.000000000140908 0.000000000880952 -0.000000000150195 -0.000000000353921 
60 1.426322760842777 -0.000000000001194 0.000000000007383 -0.000000000001279 -0.000000000002913 
70 1.426322760843061 -0.000000000000028 0.000000000000057 -0.000000000000028 0.000000000000043 
increase increase decrease increase increase 
PROGRAM: sw7 3. c 
Fixed value w[O]= 2.709384297650328 
Fixed value w[l]= 1.426322760843064 
Initial value dO) = .456000000000000 
Fixed value r[l]= .333000000000000 
Iter r[0] 
10 .872688624538867 -0.228245792448789 -0.127736767199956 0.344174666533021 -0.148161506472519 
20 .907964638743667 -0.005423127620276 -0.003028448225862 0.008026621543408 -0.003512647315247 
30 .908801433193604 -0.000128579718719 -0.000071799415181 0.000190223978109 -0.000083278938504 
40 .908821272439326 -0.000003048412907 -0.000001702243587 0.000004509849703 -0.000001974403716 
50 .908821742794677 -0.000000072272762 -0.000000040357349 0.000000106920936 -0.000000046809731 
60 .908821753946012 -0.000000001713488 -0.000000000956810 0.000000002534918 -0.000000001109711 
70 2.908821754210391 -0.000000000040664 -0.000000000022695 0.000000000060098 -0.000000000026247 
80 .908821754216659 -0.000000000000981 -0.000000000000540 0.000000000001421 -0.000000000000554 
90 .908821754216808 -0.000000000000057 -0.000000000000028 0.000000000000043 0.000000000000057 
increase 
PROGRAM: sw7 
Fixed value 
Fixed value 
Fixed value 
Initial value 
increase 
4.c 
w[O]= .709384297650328 
w[l]= 1.426322760843064 
r[O]= .908821754216813 
r[l)- .435000000000000 
increase decrease 
Iter r[l] rho_L[O] rho_L[l) rho_K[O] 
10 1.322209660596398 -0.049634836546446 -0.11C007539090631 -0.052915634005828 
20 1.332885442702014 -0.000527387689694 -0.001171237496493 -0.000562221984985 
30 1.332998784913506 -0.000005593944664 -0.000012423452915 -0.000005963425465 
40 1.332999987111949 -0.000000059333289 -0.000000131771827 -0.000000063252259 
50 1.332999999863304 -0.000000000629328 -0.000000001397645 -0.000000000670887 
60 1.332999999998554 -0.000000000006672 -0.000000000014808 -0.000000000007105 
increase 
rho_K[l] 
0.329860901507303 
0.003462999932978 
0.000036727004954 
.000000389551730 
.000000004131849 
.000000000043826 
70 1.332999999999988 -0.000000000000085 -0.000000000000142 -0.000000000000085 0.000000000000455 
increase increase Increase increase decrease 
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